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The American Tinsmith

During America’s colonial
with rivets or solder (50% tin and
By George Pierson
years the household tin prod50% lead) to form boxes, cups,
ucts were found in every home.
pales, candle holders, candle sconcThe tinsmith, metalsmith or
es, etc. The tinplate and tin prodwhitesmith as they were often
ucts became so popular in Germany
called made items that replaced
and its surrounds, that the King of
heavy and cumbersome wooden
England secretly employed two men
or ceramic kitchen ware. Imagfrom Cornwell to go to Germany
ine if you will the early Ameriand get hired as tinplate workers to
can family members carrying
learn the trades. They then returned
water in heavy wooden buckets
to England in 1667 where they
hung from a shoulder yoke.
taught the English workers the seHow pleased you would be to
crets of making tinplate. Probably
purchase and use a light and
one of the first corporate espionage
shining tin pale. What a time
events ever to take place.
consuming job it was for girls to
When did colonial America
make the weekly candles by dipbegin to use tinplate? According to
ping wicks in hot wax. The tinearly records the first master tinsmith saved hours of work by
smith to enter America was Shem
crafting candle molds that could
Drowne who immigrated to Boston
George during a presentation with sambe used to pour in the hot wax, ples of his tin smithing work.
from Ireland in 1712.
However,
and after a few hours harden into
Mr. Drowne specialized in making
ten or more beautiful candles.
weather vanes. In fact, numerous
Where did this all begin? The tinplate used
buildings in Boston are still topped by one of his
by tinsmiths was first discovered in Germany. It
creations.
The first all-purpose tinsmith shop
consisted of taking iron which was hammered inwas established by the Pattison brothers in Berlin,
to flat sheets, scrubbing them down with pumice
Connecticut in 1740. Their shop made household
powder, applying a coat of acid flux and dipping
utensils, reflector ovens and lighting devices. Altthem in molten hot tin. After the tinplate had
hough their shop designed and crafted all types of
cooled it was cut, bent, folded and joined together
tin products we find today, their work was made
from tinplate manufactured in England. English
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President’s Corner
Hello to all CRAFTS Members. As I think about the
Thanksgiving Holiday, I am very grateful to have much for
which to be thankful. Primarily, I am grateful for my family and
friends. Additionally, I am hopeful for the success of our great
country. I hope that you and your families are well and enjoyed
a happy Holiday!
Thinking of CRAFTS, I would like to acknowledge and
thank Ed Bragg and his lovely wife, Ruth, for their on-going
support to the club. Ed was the first CRAFTS President. Over
the years, Ed has kept focus of the success of CRAFTS and
done everything he could to help us. In early October 2017, Steve Zlucky and I were privileged to visit with Ed and Ruth at
their beautiful home in Skaneateles N.Y. Ed contributed this last
load of tools to the CRAFTS auction. Many thanks to you Ed!
This past year has been a year of change for CRAFTS. We
have faced some real challenges and we have come through
with flying colors!
 Steve Zlucky and his auction team stepped up with a dynamic new auctioneer and many system improvements,
including the new computer management system James
Travis implemented.
 Ed Rentsch has successfully replaced our venerable and
accomplished former Treasurer, Hank Allen. He has quickly absorbed the intent and the many facets of the Treasurers
job and has already made improvements.
 Stew May has taken over management of the membership
files as well as continuing as communications Director. Our
membership file is key to the focus of CRAFTS. It contains
information on all our approximately 450-500 members and
requires care and diligence to maintain
 John Czekaj ran an outstanding picnic this year! He improved our already great menu by adding pulled pork and
other goodies. John’s customer focused approach added a
lot of value. He asked what members wanted to eat and he
delivered!
 Meantime, our Tool Shed continues to be very strong under
the leadership of Bob Garay. Bob is inviting each of you to
consider reporting on a topic of your interest. He would like
articles of around 500 words and a few pictures.
Community Service is a hot topic for CRAFTS. Joe Hauck
made a nice presentation on October 14th at the 275th anniversary celebration of Taylor Wharton Foundry in High Bridge,
N.J. Many folks stopped by to listen! Please let me know if you
have a similar opportunity you would like to explore in your
community.
The Directors of CRAFTS have agreed that we need to focus on programs that help the community of “tool users”. There
has been a widespread loss of programs in public schools Industrial Arts programs. Thus there are not a lot of places for the
aspiring crafts person to go for guidance. We hope to help meet
this need. If you have suggestions as to how we can meet your
needs better, please let me know.
Meantime, enjoy the upcoming Holidays! Happy 2018!
Sincerely,
Ivan Raupp, CRAFTS President

(Continued from pg. 1)

businesses to produce tinplate. Thus
a pack of 100 sheets
of tinplate was
placed in wooden
crates and shipped
to the colonies
where the Pattison
brothers would pay
the import tax and Tin plate 10” x 13-3/4” packed in a
wood box sent from England. Thus
make the pails and products were standardized to be
colanders needed by made with this size sheet. Photo from
the colonial fami- Colonial Williamsburg tin shop.
lies.
What did the tinsmith use to make his products? In
the 1700’s our tinsmiths used wooden hammers, metal
sheers and round wood blocks of various shapes to cut
and form the tin pails, boxes and lighting devices. Later
iron and steel anvils were produced by a blacksmith to
aid the tinsmith.
Deerskin hammers
were used to keep
from scratching the
metal surfaces. Soldering irons were
made of copper
blocks mounted on
iron shafts with
wooden handles.
Just before our Colonial tinsmith in his shop formCivil War, hand ing metal on a wood round form.
cranked machines Note large bench shear fitted into
were developed by bench. Early metal anvil on stump.
James
Redheffer
from Bridgeton, New Jersey and Seth Peck from Connecticut to put a beaded edge on the tin plate to give it
strength, large folding machines called brakes were invented to fold and bend tinplate.

Above left is copper soldering irons to fasten tin
ware. Center is wooden mallets to shape the metal.
Left is metal forming hammers with shaped heads.

As the demand
for tin products increased in America,
the Pattison brothers
expanded their shop
and took on journeyman apprentices who
stoked the fires and Early hand crank beading machine
scrubbed the tinplate. to stiffen tin products.
Usually a parent or
guardian would contract with the Pattisons to have their
son serve as a seven year apprentice. The Pattison
brothers were responsible for teaching the boy the tinsmith craft, as well as the basics of reading, writing,
calculating weights and measures, and bookkeeping.
The boy would have to promise that he would refrain
from drinking hard liquor, playing cards, gambling and
marrying.
At the end of the apprentice contract the
Pattisons would present the boy with a certificate as a
tinsmith as well as a new suit of clothes. He could stay
on to further his skills, go to another shop or start his
own shop in another town.
Soon the tin ware became so popular that a
“Tinkerer” or tinsmith peddler emerged. During the
years that the Pattison brothers were training journeymen, word got out to villages through-out the land that
tin ware was being produced in America. As the families wanted tin items, the Pattisons set up a distribution
system.
Salesman
called “tinkerers” were
given a wagon and six
months of tinsmith supplies. He would also
bring a small iron tinsmith’s stove and repair
materials. The tinkerer
would start out from Above drawing of 19th century
New England and travel “Yankee peddler” selling his
to towns and villages products. This traveling salesselling the tinsmith man started with the “Tinkerer”.
shop’s products and
repairing any pails that leaked or handles that came off
earlier purchases. After six months he would return to
the Pattisons with his profits taking out a small salary
and his living expenses.
In New Jersey as well as in Williamsburg, VA, general stores selling tin products were served by a tinkerer
from New England until an apprentice came to settle in
our NJ towns. The first was Samuel Ogden, who set up
a shop in Boonton, Morris County (a steel mill was located there), and later in Newark, NJ. Even the small
(Continued on pg. 4)
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George demonstrating tinsmithing at the Cooper Mill .

town where I live, Scotch Plains, had a resident tinsmith on Park Ave.
Perhaps you might be asking yourself: “Why
should I take up tinsmithing as a hobby?” You
would be correct if you thought there is not much of
a market for tin products any more. (Modern machinery can produce plastic and stainless steel products that do much the same functions as colonial tin
items.) In 1976 a great number of women were decorating their homes with punch tin chandeliers. If I
gave a talk or demonstration at one of the NJ historic
museums of that time, I would receive dozens of orders for candle sconces or lanterns. Today when I
speak at Lord Sterling 1776 Festival, or the Watchung Reservation historic celebration, a thousand people stop to view my tin items but no one places an
order. I enjoy tinsmithing because it is a hobby that
is easy to learn, not too expensive to gather the tools,
results in interesting products and helps spread the
word what it was like to live in early America.
How to get started: I went to numerous old
books to read how to prepare tin products. To give
you a start, I have listed those that have given me
help in the attached bibliography. When I got stuck
and was not sure how to do something, I visited the
few tinsmiths found in restoration villages such as
Richman town on Staten Island, Weaton Village in
South Jersey, Ford Village in Michigan or Historic
East Field Village in Glenmont, NY. Today it is easy
to find these on the internet. I found tools that I
needed at our New Jersey Crafts tool auctions and in
some antique stores of Vermont. Today many of the
tools you will need can be purchased on eBay.
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How does my work differ from that of the early
American Tinsmith? I begin by drawing the item
that I will form on stiff paper. Each part has to be
drawn with precision. I then cut out my patterns and
trace them on flat tinplate using a scratch awl. After
cutting out each separate part, I scrub them down
with fine steel wool.
I then proceed to hammer
bend, fold or bead the edges that will come together.
Most of the time, I brush the edges of each part with
flux and then solder the parts together. (Years ago the
tinsmith use a 50/50 solder but today it is hard to
find. I use the lead free solder for anything that will
touch food. However, the old 50/50 melts at a lower
temperature and in more enjoyable to use when making a lantern or chandelier.) Sometimes I will drill
holes join the pieces together using rivets. To preserve the tin lighting device or kitchen cookware, I
can either spray with a clear lacquer or paint. If I
want my creation to look old or early American, I rub
on the exterior surfaces a mild acid that turns the
tinplate a gray in color. The best I have found for
this is a paste called “Gun Blueing”.
The early
American tinsmith painted his items with a black or
glossy red paint called “Japan”. Today we have lots
of wonderful oil paints that can be used on tin.
Years
ago
you
could
purchase
tinplate from
suppliers
such as Passaic
Metal
Products in
Clifton, NJ.
Sample tinsmithing products.
Today I have
to go on line
to buy tinplate form school shop suppliers such as
Brodhead Garrett in Ohio.
If you were to visit my home you could readily
see that my hobby is Tinsmithing. It is a craft that is
rapidly disappearing from America. However, I have
gained pleasure in researching the early lives of Colonial tinsmiths and making the household products
they produced. Lately I have even made whirligigs
out of tin which delight the children of my neighborhood.
Many thanks from me goes out to the members
of CRAFTS that have run our tool auction and given
me a chance to buy the tools that I have needed to
pursue this craft.

CRAFTS PRESENTATION AT 275th TAYLOR
WHARTON CELEBRATION, Highbridge, NJ
By Ivan Raupp
Patternmaking and Foundry Talk: Helping tell the story
of Taylor Wharton, a company that has its roots in the
Revolution and grew into a power house foundry that
provided many U.S. industries with the heavy castings
that they needed to achieve success. Their successors
continue to do business today.
Taylor Wharton Iron and Steel Company - 1742-1971
Oldest Iron and Steel Company in the United States
First Manganese Steel in the United States
TISCO Shells Armaments for All Wars
Machinery for Construction of the Panama Canal

Joe Hauck with his set up for the presentation.

CRAFTS was indeed fortunate to be asked to participate in the 275th anniversary celebration of Taylor Wharton manufacturing Company. The celebration was town
wide and included many exhibits, street vendors, and a parade! The celebration was bolstered by the research and
leadership of Nancy
Hunt, the curator of
Solitude House, which
was the ancestral home
of the Taylor family.
Nancy has a deep
knowledge of the history of the Taylor family
and the origins and development of the Taylor
Wharton Company.
Joe Hauck, a veteran CRAFTS director
and past president saw
an opportunity for
CRAFTS to provide
some additional perspective through
Joe discussing the foundry process
demonstrations of tools to visiting guests.

of the casting trade to support Nancy in her presentation of
the Taylor Wharton History. Working together, Joe and I
told the story of sand casting, Taylor Wharton’s primary
expertise, using pattern makers tools and patterns.
Taylor Wharton has its roots in the William Allen and
Joseph Turner furnaces and forges which were located
where Spruce Run Reservoir now lies. In the 1740’s at the
latest, this furnace used locally mined ores to create iron
products including fire backs and stove plates and pig iron
which was further refined to make bar iron. They made
cannon balls here to support the patriots in the Revolutionary war. Robert Taylor became instrumental in developing
the plant beginning his career as an office worker but soon
growing into the position of plant manager and finally owner.
Revolutionary era sand casting was done by releasing
molten iron directly from the furnace into impressions
made by pressing wooden patterns into the sand on the factory floor. We displayed a cast iron stove plate as an example of sand casting in Revolutionary times.
Over the years, Taylor Wharton grew and expanded its
foot print in sand casting. Over time, workers made thousands of different castings specializing in Rail Road and
Dredge castings. Joe, drawing from his education in patternmaking and founding described these processes and
demonstrated the tools and techniques that were used. He
emphasized the elevated levels of skill needed to be a successful pattern maker. Over its 275-year history, Taylor
Wharton employed generations of pattern makers and
founders who poured the castings.
The demonstrations focused on the areas of these
craftsmen. The discussions were interactive and rich with
questions and observations from the many folks who attended the celebration.

CRAFTS display of tools for the patternmaking craft.

As a closing note, I would observe that CRAFTS participation in the Taylor Wharton 275-year celebration was a
worthwhile and enjoyable event. It was well received by
the people who attended and was a good platform to share
our interest and love of old tools. I encourage all of you to
look for similar opportunities in your towns or in the organizations that you support. Special thanks to CRAFTS VP
John Czekaj and CRAFTS members who attended.
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Sumitsubo - Japanese Ink Lines
By Bob Garay
The Sumitsubo is one of the most important marking
tools used by the master Japanese carpenter. Similar in function to the Western chalk line, it is used to mark thin,
straight lines on wood and other materials. A fine silk line is
drawn out through an ink soaked wad of cotton, tensioned
and then snapped against the workpiece. This allows you to
mark very long and exceptionally thin accurate lines.

Above - A detailed carved horse sumitsubo with hidden
inner line wheel and ink pot. Saddle removes to reveal
inner workings. Photo curtesy of Jim Bode Tools.

Above - A typical design of a sumitsubo with wheel
for the cord, crank handle and ink pot.
The Japanese sumitsubo has its roots in ancient China
and ancient Egypt. Its use in Japan in its present form is evident in the 14th century, and may be traced back almost
2000 years ago. In Japan the Sumitsubo is symbolic of the
carpenters spirit. Often on a major project the master carpenter would come to the site at the beginning of the construction and use the sumitsubo to snap a line on a major timber.
After this his work was considered done and he would leave
for the day - with a full days pay. It is a symbolic tool and its
importance can be seen in the ancient custom at the end of
construction of a shrine or temple to leave the sumitsubo in
the building as a treasure.

Above - A large ornate sumitsubo with dragon creature
housing the inkpot. On the back a frog sits watching.
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Old sumitsubo were made of mulberry wood, which is
the best material because it resists cracking under severe
weather changes. Today they are made of well-seasoned
keyaki, a fast growing hardwood, similar in looks to red oak,
but as hard as rosewood.
Japanese carpenters usually tended to keep their tools
simple and practical in design. Decoration was seen as
boastfulness and thus despised. However, these rules did not
apply to the Sumitsubo, which was a spiritual symbol, sometimes left in the finished building. Because it had this ceremonial function they were crafted by the carpenters themselves, frequently with very rich carving. Often sumitsubo
carvings depict creatures with mythical features and floral
designs.

Above - Sumitsubo’s generally come in three sizes.
Top - 12”, middle - 9”, bottom - 7”

Sumitsubo Parts.
1. The wooden parts are made of keyaki (Japanese elm), a
wood prized for its durability and beauty and comprise of ;
a. A reel,
b. A body with a place to hold the reel and
c. A large bowl shape to hold the wadding.
2. The metal is bent iron sometimes with a material fashioned into a comfortable handle.
3. There is often a small porcelain insert for the string to
pass through to reduce wear.
4. The included wadding is a silk cotton, the line is also silk
and the bowl has been coated to prevent the wood becoming
warped from the ink.
5. The “karuko” is a steel pointed wood peg the string is tied
to and inserted into the wood before drawing out the line.

The sumitsubo
left is an elaborate
carved lion. It has the
cord line wheel in a
hollow in the body with
the bent iron crank handle.
The inkpot is a separate carved pot
behind the lion that the line runs through.
The sumitsubo is often used with a piece of bamboo
called a sumisashi. It is a small carved writing tool to mark the
wood being worked. One end is carved narrow to act as a pen
and the other end is wider to act as a brush. A sharp razor
knife slices these ends into thin feather like fibers so they will
hold the ink from the sumitsubo. This tool is wetted from the
ink in the ink pot and used to mark joints or draw cutting information with Japanese letter characters.

Above - Bamboo sumisashi - drawing pen used with sumitsubo.

The best ink line is made of silk, which is springy and
strong. To ink the line a wad of silk cotton is saturated with
ink and the line drawn thru it. Three colors of ink, black, red
and white are used, with black being the most common. The
black ink is made with rabbit-skin glue and is water resistant.
When a carpenter is working outside it can take months for the
ink to fade.

The sumitsubo has the advantage over a chalk snap line in
that it produces perfect, very fine lines. It is not unheard of to
have a craftsman use a
Japanese handsaw to cut a
log over 3ft. in diameter,
and 6 ft. to 10 ft. long, into
3/8” thick boards. The skill
for this is enormous. Not
only in sawing, but in
snapping the lines. As
many thin lines must be Sumitsubo with deer carving on reel
snapped on a complicat- housing with separate carved ink pot.
ed surface of the log.
Below - Sumitsubo
made of painted brass.

Above sumitsubo with
bat carved in side of
reel housing.
Above - An elaborate carved sumitsubo. It is unique in that it
has one large carved depression containing both the line wheel
and the ink pot. Photo curtesy of Jim Bode Tools.

Thanks to Toshio Odate and his book Japanese Woodworking Tools: Their
Tradition, Spirit and Use.
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Joseph Bradford
Bookbinder’s Plow Plane
By Art Gaffar
Ten years ago, I had an appointment along with
tool collector Espen Christensen to visit the Maine
State Museum and document some Joseph Bradford
tools from the Dale Butterworth collection. This is
where I saw my
first Bookbinder
plow plane, with
a
I.M.Carter,
Hyde Park, NY
cutting blade. It
1867, The New York State Business
was a plane Dale Directory and Gazetteer ... ad.
bought in 1989
from Roger Blaisdel. Not being familiar with this
tool, I did not pay attention to the tag that said,
“#150 J.Bradford Bookbinders Plow - use with
#166”. I now know that #166 was Dale’s “Book
Binder Clamp”, bought in 1991 from Al Tibbetts.
Again not knowing much about the tool I did not
ask to see it.
Time passes and in 2014 I had a chance to bid
on a Bradford bookbinder’s plow and was a new
owner of an unusual tool by Bradford. I needed to
learn more about this tool. I saw the blade was made
by I.M.Carter also, and everything appeared to be
similar to Dale’s Museum plane.
But looking at other bookbinder planes, the
Bradford appeared to look like it might be made by
the W.O.Hickok Manufacturing. Co., of Harrisburg
PA. Further research showed that J.Bradford exhibited and manufactured Bookbinder tools. IRS records show him being taxed on making Bookbinders
tools between 1862-67’. As early as 1847 Portland
city directories show ads about the tools he manufactures, “book Binders’ Cutting Presses, Printers’
Furniture, &c.” See ad below.

Following are comments on Bradfords work.
1850, sixth Exposition of the *Massachusetts
Chartiable Mechanic Association at Faneuil and
Quincy Halls, Boston, September 1850
“443. Joseph Bradford, Portland, Me. One Bookbinder's Cutting Press and Plough. Very well
made.”
1854, *Maine Charitable Mechanic Assoc. Mechanics’ Exhibition & Fair, Portland Me. HARDWARE,
CUTLERY, and TOOLS-Joseph Bradford-Portland
“Cooper’s and Carpenter’s Tools; Book Binder’s
Gilding Press. Mr. Bradford’s tools are so well
known, in the community, that it is only necessary
for us to say, that these specimens fully sustain his
reputation. Silver Medal”
1859, MCMA Exposition & Fair-Joseph BradfordPortland
“Bookbinder's Press and Plow; Cooper’s Tools;
Chaise Maker’s Tools; Hand Screws, &c. It is sufficient to say that this exhibition Mr. Bradford has
fully sustained his reputation as a manufacturer of
the above articles. We take pleasure in commending
him and his work to all those who are in want of
superior finish and construction”.

1852-53 Portland City Directory ad.

Now I was convinced that Mr. Bradford was
making his own Press’s and plows for bookbinders
and conforming to style and size of the products of
Hickok. I got in touch with Gary Roberts, at
toolemerablog.typepad.com, for some insight into
W.O.Hickok, which helped me a lot in understanding the binder’s tools of the era.
In the spring of 2017 at the Donnelly auction
tailgate in Nashua NH, a carpenter was selling and
trading in the Holiday Inn parking lot and had a
W.O.Hickok Press for sale. It was not a Bradford,
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but it looked like it
would
work.
I
missed out making
a deal for it. But
lucky for me the
tailgater contacted
me after and asked
if I was still interested, and agreed to
bring it to the
Nashua fall tail gate
in September. I
brought my plow
and it seemed to
match up perfectly,
and a match was At the Nashua tailgate sales, Jeff
made for me with matches up the Bradford bookbinders
the Bradford plane, plow with his Hickok lying press.
and a Hickok Press.
Thank you Jeff (tailgater from Weymouth Mass).
It seems like book binders, or Hickok, had standardized the tools, similar to moulding planes eventually all
being 9-1/2 inches long. The blade on my plow is not
yet honed to perform the page cutting in the book press,
and there is still much more to learn. Its the Magic of
tail-gating in the Nashua NH, Donnelly tool auction.
Thanks to Martin, I hope the tradition continues for a
long time.
Bookbinders Lying Press and Plough
What may be the first image of a lying press is in
the baggage of a travelling binder in an early 14thcentury manuscript. The lying press has not changed in
basic design right through to the present day.
With the lying press and plow (and its accessory
backing boards, cutting boards, gilding boards, tub) the

and lining the spine, or when titling and gold-tooling the
book. The lying press even became the binder's workbench in large 19th century shops.
The plows two cheeks are connected by a screw and
guide bars, the book is held edge up in the press and the
binder stands at one end, the plow is pushed forward
cutting just a few pages and then pulled back, the screw
is turned to move the cheeks closer together to cut a few
more, and the plow is again pushed forward and pulled
back. This is repeated until the entire edge has been
trimmed.
Below is a drawing which hopefully makes its operation clearer. As you turn the handle (D), it moves the
cutter (G) into the uneven book pages to cut. Then slide
the cutter of the plow across the book edge (F). With
practice it is possible to get a smoother edge with the
plow than with a guillotine.

Engraving left and drawing above is curtesy of - The Eden
Workshop - A Bookbinders Resource website.

Engraving of lying
press and plough.

Above is a sample of the plough blade.

binder could press pages flat before sewing, hammerback the sewn book, trim book edges and boards, and
gild edges.
The large lying press could fill in for the similar but
much smaller finishing press, and be used when gluing

There have been attempts at improving the way the
plough blade cuts, blade design has been improved and
slight variations will be met. There is a modern plough
with a circular blade but this is rarer than the normal
design. In my experience, this bookbinders plough is a
very unique type of plow plane. And being made by Joseph Bradford of Maine is exceptional.
THE TOOLSHED - DEC. 2017
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November Meeting review Joshua Kavett - Fisher and Norris Anvils
By Ivan Raupp
The members of CRAFTS were enlightened and
entertained by member Josh Kavett as our speaker
for the November 5th meeting. Josh is a true renaissance man who raises Christmas trees, saws firewood, makes items as a blacksmith and does all
forms of woodworking and carpentry. He is a retired
industrial arts teacher which explains his deep skill
in so many areas.

Josh explaining how a wood anvil pattern was
used to cast the iron anvil.

Josh is also a very curious and enterprising guy
with a love of industrial history and architecture.
Several years ago, he wanted to see what was left of
the Fisher and Norris Anvil factory. He made some
contacts, gained access to the ancient factory and
found himself surrounded by artifacts that can only
be imagined. He related this exciting story and told
us what he has developed after making his discoveries. It is a remarkable story!
Josh had the opportunity in 197? To visit the
Crosley Factory in Trenton, N.J. He knew that the
buildings were slated to be demolished and he hoped
to look around and save any artifacts that he could.
The Crosley people were successors to the Fisher
and Norris Anvil makers whose legacy lasted from
1859 to 1973.
He gained entry to the buildings and through the
good graces of the manager, Mr. Russo, gained permission to access the facility. Over the course of
several visits he discovered many valuable artifacts
including anvil patterns, anvil tools, labels, and
company literature. He befriended several factory
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workers who were charged to clean out the buildings. These men set aside piles of artifacts for Josh
to take home. After many weeks of work, he had all
the anvil related tools that remained. In a final stroke
of good fortune, he was offered the legal paperwork
to enable him to claim title to the Fisher and Norris
name.
Over the more than 100 years of anvil manufacturing, Fisher and Norris made thousands of fine
anvils. They were sold worldwide in different configurations and weights. The smallest anvil weighed
1lb and the largest weighed 1400 lbs. All common
anvil types were made. They included blacksmith’s,
farrier’s, saw makers, jeweler’s etc. Unique requirements for anvil types were gladly fulfilled. Thousands of anvils were made for the U.S Military forces. For many years every U.S. Navy ship carried at
least one Fisher and Norris Anvil. It is no coincidence that the Fisher and Norris logo is the unmistakable Eagle over Anchor emblem.
As Josh related the Fisher and Norris story his
knowledge and respect for these fine tools was very
evident. He entertained the audience with anecdotes
relating to events that occurred over the years
among the Fisher family members. Anvil makers are
human after all!
Josh’s presentation was rich with many pictures
of anvils and anvil families that comprise his museum in Howell Twp., N.J. Josh has complete sets of
anvils that include every weight produced. In addition, he has all the sizes of the celebrated Fisher and
Norris chain drive vises. For contrast, Josh displays
an impressive collection of competitor vises including the STAR, also made in Trenton, as well as HayBudden so you can compare to the famous forged
anvils.
Link to his Face Book page, Fisher and Norris
Factory Museum, and schedule a visit!

Stacks of Fisher Norris anvils at the museum.

CRAFTS PICNIC - September 2017
The annual CRAFTS picnic was a beautiful day as
usual. We had members setting up their tail gate tables at
sunrise and within a few hours it was a packed venue. More
members setting up for the tail gate sales then ever before.
Thus it was a busy morning of buying and selling for all.
We had a presentation starting later in the morning as
broom maker John
Warren demonstrated his craft.
Along with the
tailgaters was Timothy Wotring who
presented his sons
Jon’s work on the
rifle makers workbench he made.
Above photo shows members set up
Inside
were tailgating as far as the eye can see.
many displays set Below is display and presentation of
up by members of Timothy Wotring displaying his and
various tool topics. his son Jon’s work on the double
Of special interest barrel flintlock rifle.
this year were the
many one tool displays set up by
members. Glad to
mention that everyone who set up a
display was rewarded with an
antique tool prize.
Lunch started
at noon sharp and
dining outside in
the shade with
friends was enjoyable. Later we all
went inside to finish up the festivities. Door prizes Above Josh Kavett stands next to his
were given out, as
full scale model of the largest anvil
well as antique Fisher Norris ever made - 1400 lbs.
tools for general Below broom maker John Warren
displays and differ- discusses his craft with CRAFTS
ent tool category members.
displays.
James Travis was awarded
the Presidents award for his
work with getting our new
auction management program
up and running. Following was
the what's-it activity and I
have to admit many stumped
me this year. In all it was a fun
time and spending it with club
friends was the best way to
enjoy this beautiful day.

WANT ADS
Help With Tool Collections - I can assist you with tool collection. Finding buyers for your tools., total shop cleanouts. Call Bob Garay (973) 3985875 or email- takeadip@optonline.net.
Authentic Tools for traditional trades – jane@shorthillstudio.com
www.TimelessToolsandTreasures.com - 603-588-2603
Need Help disposing of your tools or home items? Entire or partial house
clean-outs available. Call Steve Zluky at 908-534-2710.
JIMBODETOOLS.COM – The largest antique tool website on earth
buying and selling fine antique tools. Call Jim at 518-537-8665 or email
jim@jimbodetools.com.
The Tool Exchange –Australia’s home of fine old tools for sale. Our
website has over 18,000 photos of tools. We ship to over 30 countries.
www.toolexchange.com.au
WV Tools: CRAFTS member and eBay seller concentrating on bitstock
tools and more.
Check Out – Tom Lamond’s yesteryearstools.com, an internet magazine
on hand tools, their makers and their markings.
Wanted - Bell System tools and electrician’s pliers. Ted Davidson 609731-6915
Antique Tool Restoration - John Porritt, Spencertown, NY. 518-3920603, email - PORRITT3@GMAIL.COM
Whitney House Antiques Tool Shop - Antique & user quality tools for
sale - Lafayette Mill Antique Center, Lafayette, NJ www.whitneyhousetoolshop.com
Wanted - Stanley rules in Very Good to Fine condition: Nos. 14(6", 2f),
58-1/2, 59, 70, 72, 76, 77, 78, 81. Stew May, 201-907-0823
Wanted - Better planes by Grant, Marley, Alford, J.Stiles, SE Jones,
C.Allen, Tobey, Oothoudt, Jamain, Douglass. E.Baldwin Call -,Joe
Hauck, 908-236-2072.

CRAFTS IN NEED OF AUCTION TOOLS STORAGE
CRAFTS is looking for a temporary storage area for
CRAFTS Auction items. Do you have some spare space in a
garage, barn, basement or other room? CRAFTS is assembling tools for the upcoming April 2018 auction and needs a
secure space to store these tools until the day of the auction.
If you have some space we can use, please contact auction
manager Steve Zluky at - 908-534-2710
or email - meadow10@embarqmail.com
CRAFTS Tool Shed is looking for a news reporter
Bob Garay the Tool Shed editor is looking for a member to
be a CRAFTS event reporter. This would include taking photos and reporting about the four meetings annually and also
the picnic and auction. These narratives would play a vital
role in the production of the Tool Shed. Of course assistance
from editor Bob would enable any member to develop a top
notch narrative.
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CRAFTS of New Jersey
15 N. River Styx Rd.
Hopatcong, NJ 07843

TOOL EVENTS
January 27 - M-WTCA Area P Meet, dealer show and
Brown Auction. Wyndham Garden York, York, PA.
Don Stark, Starkcd@aol.com, 717-367-5207

Feb. 4 – Crafts of NJ Monthly Meeting, Masonic Lodge,
High Bridge, NJ, Ivan Raupp - ivanraupp@aol.com
March 10 - Patina Dealer Sale & Annual Auction,
Damascus Fire hall, Damascus, Maryland,
Dave Murphy - 703-819- 6880
March 16-17 - Donnelly Antique Tool Auction,
Indianapolis, IN, - www.mjdtools.com
March 23-24 - Brown Tool Sale & Auction, Camp Hill,
PA -Jim Gehring, 800-248-8114 - www.finetoolj.com
Apr. 8 – Crafts of NJ Monthly Meeting, Masonic Lodge,
High Bridge, NJ, Ivan Raupp - ivanraupp@aol.com
Apr. 14 – Crafts Annual Auction, Oldwick Fire House,
Rt. 523, Oldwick, NJ - Steve Zluky 908-534 -2710
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APRIL 2018 CRAFTS AUCTION
The auction will be April 14, 2018 at the Old Wick Fire Co. We
have received many lots that have been cataloged. Our cut-off date
is January 1, 2018. Please send in your lists by that date. Bring
tools to Steve Zluky (908-534-2710), call ahead for time and directions. Auction flyers will also be available to distribute and
advertise. See sparklers below.

